Coach Wiley’s Corinth Crushers
Fall 2016 Code of Conduct

1.) All players, parents and coaches are responsible for reading and following these guidelines.
2.) All players, parents and coaches are expected to treat each other with consideration and respect.
3.) All players, parents and coaches are expected to employ positive techniques of encouragement,
reinforcement and redirection. Parents and coaches are immediate role models for players and
must set the tone for expectations on the field.
4.) All players, parents and coaches are expected to portray positive role models.
5.) During practice or games, a coach’s first responsibility is to his players.
6.) Parents, family members, friends are NOT allowed on the field during practices or games unless
given approval by the head coach.
7.) Please allow the coaches to “coach” the players. Do not speak over coaches at any time.
8.) Derogatory comments to the coaches, players or umpires are strictly prohibited. If a parent has a
complaint or suggestion, I ask that you wait 24 hours before approaching me regarding the
complaint.
9.) The Crushers expects all players to respect their parents, coaches and teammates.
10.) All players will respect the property of others. Specifically while traveling with the team. Each
player is expected to behave appropriately and respectfully in all restaurants, parks and other
venues. Any player who damages the property of another will be responsible for any damages (this
includes but not limited to bats, gloves, helmets, catchers gear).
11.) Players may not “guest play” with other teams without prior approval of the head coach. This
could result in the Crushers being penalized in tournaments if the correct steps are not taken.
12.) Only Uniforms approved by the coach may be worn by players.
13.) The coach has sole discretion as to which position the player plays, if any, and the amount of
playing time the player receives.
14.) A player may be removed from a team based on conduct of the parent including failure to pay fees
and or expenses, malicious gossip, public criticism of players or coaches, coaching from the stands

and other conduct that the coaches determine to be substantially disparaging, distracting or
harmful to the team.
15.) The coaches cannot, and do not, warrant, represent or guarantee that any player will receive a
specified amount of playing time. The amount of playing time a player receives is in the sole
discretion of the coach.
16.) Players represent the Corinth Crusher organization both on and off the field. Therefore players
are expected to show respect at all times to their coaches, fans, parents, umpires, teammates and
competitors. Furthermore they are expected to wear their uniform in the manner as directed by the
coach.
17.) Players should always arrive at games 60 minutes prior to game starts in full uniform and ready
for warm-ups.
18.) Players need to attend EVERY practice (unless the Coach has been notified with a reasonable
amount of time prior) and should always arrive on time for scheduled practice time in full practice
uniform, with uniform properly jersey properly tucked into pants and ball cap worn in the proper
fashion (no backwards or sideways cap).
19.) Players missing practice times may result in reduced playing time.
20.) Players are expected to help out with equipment/dugout cleanup at practices and games before
leaving.
21.) Players need to reply with respect to all coaches, parents, umpires with “Yes Sir, “No Sir”, “Yes
Coach”, “No Coach”, “Yes Ma’am” and “No Ma’am”.
22.) Players are expected to hustle at all time, no matter the play. Players are expected to run on and
off the field.
23.) Players are expected to have their own cooler at every practice and game. Parents will not be
allowed to bring drinks or snacks to the dugout during games unless allowed by Coaches.
Signatures:
Parent: _______________________________ Date:__________________

Parent: _______________________________ Date:__________________

Player: _______________________________ Date:__________________

Coach Wiley: __________________________ Date:__________________

